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SlenderWall makes a clean, contemporary mark on an ever
expanding Montreal skyline
The Griffix reaches 20 stories in the historic urban
Griffintown neighborhood, and houses 175 residential
units and commercial ground floor space. The building,
constructed on the location’s original 2-story brick building
site, contains 380 floor-to-floor height SlenderWall
building panels totalling 50,000 SF, manufactured by EasiSet Licensed Producer Béton Préfabriqué du Lac (BPDL)
Alma, QE. The project team considered SlenderWall due to
its high R-value, light weight (28lbs. per sq.ft.), and easyto-install nature. Since the system was pre-manufactured
off-site, it shortened the construction schedule. This
proved critical for the developer, who was able to bring the
condominiums to the market ahead of their competitors in
this rapidly changing neighborhood.
Seeking to attract an urban clientele, Griffix was conceived by Diamond Trust and
Investissement Poirier – along with the design firm, Geiger + Huot Architects – as a
lifestyle choice with a long list of amenities. The revitalization presented an ideal scenario.
Yet for the team, it added challenges – including the rush to market. For Eric Huot,
the primary architect, his mission was “incorporating the existing façade of the historic
building, recreating the arcade, and marrying these to a new high-rise building.” From
the start, Geiger + Huot looked to SlenderWall, preferring the pre-manufactured panel
approach. Familiar with the system and its benefits from its award-winning 400 Sherbrooke
West hotel project, the firm took advantage of the design freedom that SlenderWall offered.
“But it wasn’t only the architects who advocated the use of SlenderWall,” says Guy
Tremblay, the technical director at BPDL. “The structural engineers also choose
SlenderWall based on its suitability and our experience with the system on previous
projects. SlenderWall is delivered to the site with factory-installed foam insulation,
speeding up the construction process. With traditional precast panels, you set the panel in
place, waterproof, enclose, add the interior stud wall framing, then do the insulation.” “So,
we had an advantage,” says Tremblay. SlenderWall made it simple to achieve the tight
thermal envelope and highly energy-efficient environment that the developers sought. The
neighborhood has embraced the Griffix and the Montreal press has already described it
as “spectacular,” “hip,” and “urban.” — Dale Neal

J-J Hooks MASH Tested Barrier Installed in Delaware

At the end of 2014, Delaware became the second state to install (bolt-down) J-J Hooks MASH barrier on a
bridge under repair. The contractor, Eastern Highway Specialists, rented forty-eight 12-foot barrier sections
(576 linear feet) from Easi-Set Licensed Producer SmithMidland. The barrier was bolted - to the bridge deck,
located at Baylor Blvd. & US Route 13, with assistance
from Hilti - the developer of the bolt insert.
J-J Hooks MASH tested barrier was chosen by Delaware
Department of Transportation engineers for this project,
because the product had successfully passed the demanding
crash test requirements of MASH TL3. — Moffette Tharpe
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Producer News

Leesburg Serves Military Market

“Government officials often turn to us for military projects due
to the ease of purchasing pre-engineered, pre-designed, precast
concrete buildings,” says Jeremy Smith, building product manager
with Easi-Set Worldwide. “The design and construction process
is simplified, allowing projects to go to bid more quickly. Delivery
and installation typically happen in the same day. This is really
important on military bases and government sites so officials do not
have contractors on site for days thereby creating security issues.”

Time Is on Your Side with an
Easi-Set Building by StructureCast
It is true that many factors make a project a success, but getting
a quality job done quickly often tops the list. Take a look at
the Sheridan Water Supply Improvements Project in Placer
County, CA. The pump building was erected at the site in a
single days work.

General contractor Westcon Construction, Newcastle, CA,
prepped the site and installed the concrete slab before Easi-Set
Licensed Building Producer StructureCast, Bakersfield, CA,
brought the building to the site. The Easi-Set building is 23’ x 30’
x 10’. It has a 4’ x 4’ custom roof hatch over the pump inside. “The
contractor installed the slab, and we showed up and started putting
up the walls and roof,” notes Larry Turpin, sales manager with
StructureCast. “By 4 p.m., they were setting the hatch. Final post
tensioning and sealing was completed two days later.”

Leesburg Concrete Co. Inc., in Leesburg, FL, has completed 19
Easi-Set Building installations since recently becoming a licensed
producer. Like so many Easi-Set producers, Leesburg has seen
a growing demand for installations at government facilities. At
MacDill Air Force Base outside of Tampa, FL, one 12’ x 16’ x
8’ storage building and one Sierra Dry 12’ x 20’ restroom were
recently installed. Because MacDill is an active military base,
special requirements—including bullet resistance—were specified.
This was easily achieved since Easi-Set passed a Level 5 ballistics
test of its standard 3-inch-thick building panel in 2011. The UL 752
test was conducted by MGA Research Corp., Manassas, VA. For
testing, a 150-grain 7.62 NATO round was fired six times 15 feet
away from 12- by 12-inch test samples, which were kept at different
temperatures to mimic real-world conditions. — Jeremy Smith

According to Paula Vitton with Westcon Construction, this
was a water distribution project that included installing a new
186,000-gallon water tank, well and well building, as well as
connecting water lines to the main water distribution area.
“This offers the widest possible project scheduling flexibility,”
Turpin explains. “This also works for smaller buildings that are
delivered complete; the site isn’t tied up with masons constructing
a building on-site while other teams wait to perform their scope of
work on the project.” — Jeremy Smith
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Producer News
NPCA Cup Award Winners
Hy-Grade’s Easi-Set Park Building

Congratulations to all the licensed producers who won acclaim from the
National Precast Concrete Association for their outstanding work. — Dale Neal
Top 25 Plants –
Leesburg Concrete Company, Inc., Leesburg, FL
S.D. Ireland Concrete Construction Corp., Williston, VT
Shea Concrete Products, Amesbury, MA
Quality Award of Excellence –
Seminole Precast Manufacturing Inc., Macon, GA
Safety Awards –
Sherman Dixie Concrete Industries, Louisville, KY – Platinum
Norwalk Concrete Industries Inc., Norwalk, OH – Platinum & Most Improved
Sustainability Award, Producer Project –
StructureCast, Bakersfield, CA – First Place
Leesburg Concrete Company, Inc., Leesburg, FL – Second Place
Above Ground Category –
StructureCast, Bakersfield, CA – Second Place
Hy-Grade Precast, St. Catharines, Ontario – Third Place
Leesburg Concrete Co., Leesburg, FL – Honorable Mention
Underground Ground Category –
StructureCast, Bakersfield, CA – Second Place

Over 7 miles of J-J Hooks Barrier installed for Kentucky Highway project

Over seven miles (2,000
barrier sections) of J-J Hooks
barriers have been recently
installed on Interstate 65 in
the Kentucky counties of
Hardin, Hart, and LaRue
by Scotty’s Contracting &
Stone, LLC, under contract
to the Kentucky DOT. To
meet the ambitious project
schedule, Scotty’s needed to
install over a mile of barrier
every two weeks. This
required that Oldcastle Precast in Lexington, Kentucky cast 30 pieces daily, with an
additional 15 pieces on Saturday, to reliably deliver 1.25 miles of barrier every other week.

Michelle Powell, Sales Representative at Oldcastle Precast, says the purpose of the project was to cut down on the quantity of
accidents and vehicle cross-overs that have occurred on this section of I-65. “Over the last few years the DOT has been widening
the 4-lane highway into a 6-lane thoroughfare,” said Powell. “As part of that project, the Department is installing temporary barrier
to manage traffic.” Oldcastle Precast delivered the final precast pieces to the job site in February.
Powell said the DOT was extremely pleased with the J-J Hooks barrier and the production
schedule. “The average offload and set-in-place pace was 8-10 minutes per truck,” said Powell, “with each truck delivering five
20-foot barrier sections. Licensed nationally by Easi-Set Worldwide, J-J Hooks comply with uniform federal guidelines
(NCHRP 350 & MASH) for crash-testing permanent and temporary highway safety features. — Moffette Tharpe
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Easi-Set News
Groundswell of State Approvals for SoftSound™
SoftSound™, Easi-Set’s sound-absorptive, noise wall
product, is gaining both state and provincial approvals
as it becomes more widely known for its unique
qualities and ease of use. Recently approved for use by
the State of Ohio, SoftSound is a porous, lightweight,
wood chip-based cementitious material that is applied
to structural precast concrete noise wall panels.

“Ohio has been extremely active with its noise
wall program, and SoftSound’s predictability of
performance, consistency of appearance, and product
longevity is a perfect fit for that program,” said
Moffette Tharpe, Managing Director for Easi-Set
Worldwide, SoftSound’s developer and licensor.
“SoftSound’s Quality Assurance and Production
Control program provides complete traceability of
materials and processes, thereby avoiding the risks historically associated with other cementitious sound-absorptive products.” SoftSound has
been formally approved by 11 transportation agencies, with approvals in the remaining states expected in short order.
SoftSound has been installed in projects totaling over 1 million square feet. — Moffette Tharpe

Easi-Set Product Websites Update

With the help of Web development company Altos Marketing, Easi-Set and Midland
Advertising + Design are currently redesigning the platforms for all Easi-Set Product
websites to incorporate the latest in device responsive Web technology. The launch date
is set for mid-2015. We have also employed the services of award-winning film maker
Eric Hunsacker to produce a series of informational videos on the Easi-Set product
lines. Each video will be used to enhance customer knowledge and Web search results
on the Easi-Set Product Websites, and the Easi-Set YouTube channel. — Dale Neal

In The News

Easi-Set products continue
to grab attention in the
national trade press.
American Infrastructure
Magazine touts Easi-Set
Buildings as a Top Product.
Precast Solutions features
Beach Prisms as one of
three innovative solutions
for coastal erosion, and
Concrete Products
magazine features a major
SoftSound project in
Washington, DC.
— Dale Neal
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Easi-Set Staff:
Art Miles - President			
Moffette Tharpe - Managing Director
Jeremy Smith - Building Products Manager

Chris Reese - Engineer
Anne Smith - Administrative Manager
Dale Neal - Advertising Manager

2015 The Precast Show – Orlando, FL
February’s Precast Show in Orlando had very strong attendance –
perhaps many of us attending were anxious to escape the extended,
extreme cold and snow of the recent winter months!

This year’s plant tour featured Leesburg Concrete, our licensed
producer for the Easi-Set Building and SlenderWall product lines.
Leesburg’s product offerings display included a variety of assembled
Easi-Set buildings, precast stairs and ramps, a SlenderWall panel.
The plant tour was
structured to include
educational stations
where methods and
techniques were
demonstrated by
NPCA and Leesburg
staff for plant visitors.
During the tour, and
on the show floor,
Easi-Set staff had the
opportunity to engage
in conversations with
companies who had
expressed strong
interest in becoming a Licensed Producer.
This year, Easi-Set’s booth invited show attendees to look behind the curtain to “See What We Can Do For You!” This theme
encouraged booth attendees to sign-up for their share of more than $500,000,000 in product sales “booked” by Easi-Set’s Licensed
Producers. This “invitation” led to numerous in-depth conversations. — Moffette Tharpe

Seamless Engineering Support
System Underway
Easi-Set’s engineering team
continues to develop ways to
improve and streamline design
and detailing activities. EasiSet entered into a contractual
agreement with Delta
Engineers, Architects, & Land
Surveyors, P.C.. Delta, licensed
in 48 states, has delivered a
diverse array of engineering,
architectural, and land
surveying services to clients
since 1976. Specialty precast is
one of their dedicated markets.
The first task has been has been
the development of standard,
pre-engineered design
modules. — Chris Reese
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Welcome Our New Licensees

Easi-Set extends a warm welcome to new licensed producers,
County Materials Corporation and Oldcastle Precast
Georgia. County Materials’ headquartered in Marathon, WI,
has purchased the Indianapolis, IN facility, which was owned
by Independent Concrete Pipe. J-J Hooks manufacturing
equipment and personnel will be transferred to County
Materials’ nearby facility in Maxwell, IN. In early June,
Oldcastle Precast with plants located in Newnan and Stone
Mountain, GA (near Atlanta) became an Easi-Set Buildings
licensed producer. Gene Drake, Regional Manager, cited
two primary factors that influenced their decision – the
strength of the Easi-Set Buildings brand and the cost benefits
of the Co-op Advertising Program. We continue to pursue
new licensees both at home and abroad. Discussions,
meetings and plant visits continue to advance with multiple
companies for J-J Hooks,
SlenderWall and Easi-Set
Buildings licenses.
— Art Miles
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Hy-Grade provides unique design
The town of St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada, needed to
find a durable solution to replace an outdated wood and block
bathroom at Lester B. Pearson Park and turned to the City
of Niagara Falls for advice. Niagara Falls had recently
completed a renovation with an Easi-Set precast concrete
building manufactured by Hy-Grade Precast Concrete.
“With our previous experience, we were able to share some
design options, but they were looking for something original,
something they considered a signature design,” says Peter
Belanger, buildings account manager for Hy-Grade
Precast. The base of the structure is an Easi-Set Restroom
with a total footprint of 41’2” x 32’2”. Because the building is custom, 3D modeling software was used to ensure the compound angle at
the roof joints matched perfectly. The site was prepared by the contractor with a cast-in-place floor slab. It only took five days to assemble
seven exterior wall panels, eight interior partitions and four roofs slabs. “Our team showed exceptional innovation in this project,” says
Hy-Grade Precast Owner Dominic Girotti. “This building will serve our community for many years to come.” — Jeremy Smith

The Wide-Wide World of EASI-SET® Licensed Producers
United States
Arkansas
Peterson Concrete Tank Co.
N. Little Rock; J-J Hooks®
California
StructureCast
Bakersfield; Buildings
Colorado
SEMA Precast, Inc.
Englewood; J-J Hooks®
Florida
Leesburg Concrete Co., Inc.
Leesburg; Buildings, SlenderWall
Seminole Precast Mfg., Inc.
DeBary; J-J Hooks®
United Concrete Products, LLC
Medley; J-J Hooks®
Georgia
Oldcastle Precast Inc.
Newnan; Buildings
Seminole Precast Mfg., Inc.
Macon; J-J Hooks®
The Industrial Co.
Savannah; J-J Hooks®
Illinois
McCann Concrete Products
Dorsey; Buildings
Utility Concrete Products
Morris; J-J Hooks®
Indiana
County Materials Corporation
Maxwell; J-J Hooks®
Indiana Barrier Wall, LLC
Ft. Wayne; J-J Hooks®
Kentucky
Sherman Dixie
Louisville; J-J Hooks®

Oldcastle Precast, Inc.
Lexington; J-J Hooks®
Massachusetts
Shea Concrete Products
Wilmington; Buildings, J-J Hooks®
Michigan
Kerkstra Precast
®
Grandville; J-J Hooks

Mississippi
Jackson Precast, Inc.
Jackson; SlenderWall®
Nevada
Rockway Precast
N. Las Vegas; Buildings
New Jersey
Jersey Precast
®
Trenton; J-J Hooks
New York
Binghamton Precast
®
Binghamton; J-J Hooks

Oklahoma
GNC Concrete Products, Inc.
®
Catoosa; J-J Hooks
Pennsylvania
Eagle Concrete Products, Inc.
®
Somerset; J-J Hooks
Faddis Concrete Products
Kutztown, New Castle*,
®
Downingtown; J-J Hooks
* Sublicensed by Eagle Concrete Products

Oldcastle Precast Inc.
Easton; Buildings
Tennessee
Chris-Hill Construction
Memphis; J-J Hooks®
Texas
Lonestar Prestress Mfg., Inc.
Houston; Buildings
Tricon Precast
Houston; J-J Hooks®

Fort Miller Co., Inc.
®
Schuylerville; J-J Hooks

Valley Prestress (Williams Bros.)
Houston; J-J Hooks®

Kistner Concrete Products
®
E. Pembroke; J-J Hooks

W.W. Webber, Inc.
Houston; J-J Hooks®

L.C. Whitford Materials Co., Inc.
®
Wellsville; J-J Hooks
Roman Stone Const. Co.
®
Bay Shore; J-J Hooks
North Carolina
Concrete Pipe and Precast, LLC
®
Dunn; J-J Hooks
Smith-Carolina Corp.
®
Reidsville; J-J Hooks , Buildings, Farm
Products, Beach Prisms™
OHIO
Norwalk Concrete Ind.
®
Norwalk; J-J Hooks , Buildings

Vermont
SD Ireland Concrete Const. Corp.
Williston; J-J Hooks®
Virginia
Smith-Midland® Corp.
Midland; J-J Hooks®, Beach Prisms™,
SlenderWall®, Buildings, SoftSound,
Farm Products
West Virginia
Eastern Vault Company
Princeton; J-J Hooks®

Canada
Nova Scotia
The Shaw Group
Lantz; J-J Hooks®
Ontario
C J Pink, Ltd
London; J-J Hooks®
Design Concrete Systems, Ltd
Seaforth; SoftSound
Hy-Grade Precast Concrete
St. Catharines; Buildings, J-J Hooks®,
SoftSound
Quebec
Bétons Préfabriqués Du Lac Inc.
Alma; SlenderWall®
Béton Provincial Ltee
Quebec City; Beach Prisms™ ,
SoftSound

Mexico
OptiCretos, S.A. de C.V.
Monterrey; SlenderWall®

Australia
Australian Road Barriers
Victoria; J-J Hooks®

Belgium
Oude Firma DeClercq Ed
Gent; J-J Hooks®

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Spancast Caribbean Ltd.
Arima; J-J Hooks®

New Zealand
NZ Barriers
Auckland; J-J Hooks®
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